Usefulness of circumference difference for estimating the likelihood of malignancy in small solitary pulmonary nodules on CT.
The presence of a small solitary pulmonary nodule (SSPN) is a common finding on chest computed tomography (CT); however, preoperative diagnosis of SSPN is often difficult. We measured the extent of ground-glass opacity (GGO) and our own original method of circumference difference (CD) as an additional approach in classifying SSPN revealed on CT, and evaluated the likelihood of malignancy. In total, 214 single SSPN with diameter <15mm were studied. All SSPN were histologically examined with surgical resection; preoperative CT findings and pathological diagnosis were evaluated retrospectively. The extent of the ratio of GGO and CD was evaluated using NIH image, where CD is defined as the ratio of the nodule margin distance to the circumference of the predicted circle with an area equal to that of the nodule. The thresholds for differentiating SSPN are 70% of GGO and 68% of the CD ratio. Differentiation of malignancy from benign tumor using our algorithm had sensitivity of 96.6%, specificity of 86.1%, and positive predictive value of 94.1%. Combined with other malignant likelihood parameters such as extent of GGO, CD ratio is a useful additional factor for estimating the likelihood of malignancy of SSPN on CT.